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ABSTRACT
Today, shipping industry accounts of
around 9 0 % of the value of the World
Trade. Shipping is the life blood of
the global economy. Without shipping, intercontinental trade, the bulk
transport of raw materials, and the
import/export of affordable food and
manufactured goods would simply
not be possible. This hugely valuable
industry has been troubled for years
by challenges like overcapacity,
highly variable freight rates, security
threats and increasing regulations.
On the other hand, local producers,
charterers and shippers, especially
the ones operating from developing
countries, are facing several problems when it comes to shipping, like
the high number of intermediaries,
the expensive freight rates, the lack
of transparency, the limited number
of sea lines, and the difficulties in
shipping small cargo.
It’s a well-known fact in the industry
that global shipping has to increase
efficiency, improve processes and
perform a fundamental digital transformation, to ensure future profitability for the ship owners, and to
provide more opportunities for the
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charterers and producers all over the
world.
To solve the industry critical problems, we are creating BitNautic, a
distributed platform, based on the
EVM
based
blockchains
like
Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain,
for matching demand and supply of
shipping services, for all the
industry stakehold- ers: producers of
goods, ship own- ers, charterers,
brokers, importers and exporters.
In our vision BitNautic contribution to
the digitalization and decentralization of the shipping industry, will
contribute to the growth of developing countries, in an open market and
free trade, increasing international
trade and cooperation, public-private partnerships within the industry, knowledge sharing, and bridging
the gap between government regulators and the shipping industry.
BitNautic has started his operations
with a focus on the emerging countries of the Africa continent.

SHIPPING
AND THE WORLD TRADE
The shipping industry is the back- Ships are technically sophisticated,
bone of globalization and interna- high value assets and the operation
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tional trade.
of merchant ships generates an es0
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timated annual income of over half
Seaborne transportation plays a ma- a trillion U.S. Dollars in freight rates.
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jor role in the world’s industries and
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society, enabling the transport of Throughout the last century the shiplarge volumes of raw and processed ping industry has seen a general trend
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material, as well as food, water and of increases in total trade volume.
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technological products.
Increasing industrialization and the
liberalization of national economies
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Seaborne trade continues to expand, have fueled free trade and a growing
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bringing benefits for consumers demand for consumer products. As
across the world through competitive with all industrial sectors, however,
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freight costs. Thanks to the growing shipping is susceptible to economic
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efficiency of shipping as a mode of downturns. Indeed, following several
transport and increased economic years of incredibly buoyant shipping
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liberalization, the prospects for the markets, for many trades the best in
industry’s further growth continue to living memory, much of the interbe strong.
national shipping industry has fallChemical
Ga
Oil
en prey to the worldwide economic
s
s
There are over 50,000 merchant downturn in 2008, translated into a
Containers
Other (minor bulks
Five main dry bulks
ships trading internationally, trans- dramatic and abrupt reduction in
and other dry cargo)
porting every kind of cargo. The world demand for shipping.
fleet is registered in over 150 nations
and manned by over a million seaSource: UNCTAD secretarial calculations, based on date from
farers of virtually every nationality.
Clarcksons Research, 2017.
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SHIPPING AND
THE WORLD TRADE

Today, still experiencing a slightly
slower growth rate compared to the
longer-term historical average, global waterborne trade is forecasted to
double in 2035.
Continued population growth in Africa, Asia and South America and
rising urbanization will be one of the
strongest drivers of the growing demand for waterborne services during
the coming decade.
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Growing cross border e-commerce
and the fourth industrial revolution
(Industry 4.0), will also have the potential to sustain the growth and
further reshape maritime trade patterns.
But to sustain that growth, and, on
the same time, ensure future profitability for the ship owners and easy
access to shipping services for charters and producers in developing
counties, the global shipping industry have to increase efficiency, improve processes and perform a fundamental digital transformation.

CHALLENGES FACING THE
SHIPPING INDUSTRY
Most of the world’s manufactured
goods and products are transported
by container ships, but the industry
is facing a tough and unpredictable
future.
Overcapacity, trust issues and outdated systems plagued by human
errors, missing and inaccurate documents and even substandard goods
have a fundamental impact on the
industry’s prospects. These challenges, along with higher demands
from society for transparency, accountability, and responsibility in the
logistics chain, drives the industry
towards exploring new solutions.

increased costs or wrong deliveries.
Moreover, a hazard striking to shipment is thievery, which is not only
armed robbery but the latest security threat to the maritime industry
comes from hackers.
As far as it goes back, the whole shipping community has never been on
the same platform for the issues related to payments and transactions.
Lack of information prevails among
importers and exporters regarding
the type and cost of ships and transport fees. The challenges facing the
shipping industry are many, the major ones listed below.

Shipping industry is facing high administrative burdens of managing
and writing claims with a lot of paperwork requiring signatures multiple times. Despite all this stress, a
small service disruption or insufficient capacity anywhere in the network could result in shipment delays,
6

CHALLENGES FOR CARRIERS
Security threats
The high number of incidents of piracy and armed robbery against
ships off the Somalia coast and in
the Gulf of Aden is something that
the whole world is aware of, and is
a growing concern for the maritime
industry that is heavily affected by
these incidents. Though the acts of
piracy have been controlled to some
extent, ship owners still use private
armed security guards on their vessels while commuting the dangerous
pirate zones in West Africa.
Not only armed robbery, the lat- est
security threat to the maritime
industry comes from hackers. Automated and technologically advanced ships have become vulnerable to cyber-attacks with hackers
being successful in accessing the
GPS, AIS – marine Automatic Identification System, and ECDIS –
Electronic Chart Display and
Information System (a system for
viewing digital nautical charts).

Environmental Regulations
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Maritime transport emits around
1000m tons of CO2 annually and is
responsible for about 2.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions.
These emissions are predicted to
increase up to 250% by 2050 in
absence of
installation of newer
energy-saving technologies. There is
a growing con- cern over the impact
of global ship- ping activities on the
environment

– greenhouse effect and danger to
aquatic life.
The industry is working towards finalizing the framework for the monitoring, reporting, and verification of
CO2 emissions from maritime transport. However, in the absence of universally approved regulations and
fully reliable technologies, there is
uncertainty in the industry.

Overcapacity
The latest report from UNCTAD (The
Review of Maritime Transport 2020)
say that the seaborne trade growth
slipped by 3.8% in 2020, reaching
10.7 billion tons.
Although this was a slippage. It was
due to covid. Even covid could not
impact much on this industry.
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Whatever happens in the world, sea
trade is inevitable. Every passing
year has seen growth in this
industry. Forecasts
show a
compound annual growth rate of
3.2 per cent between 2017 and
2022 - the situation could improve relatively soon if the industry
could shed its excess weight. This
could be done, the report says, by
building fewer ships, by scrap- ping
more, or by increasing “capac- ity
sharing” - essentially the pooling of
cargo among carriers to improve
economies of scale and reduce operating costs.
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Capacity

Lack of
Transparency

Throughout

Bad tracking is caused by equally harmful gaps in transparency.
While tracking issues are systemic
and inherent to the task of moving
goods, the failures of transparency
are largely due to bad data handling
practices (or worse, due to parties
being incentivized not to share accurate data).
Often, due to fragmentation, uncertainty, or to protect the exclusivity of
their arrangements, brokers can’t or
won’t tell a shipper exactly what
carrier and driver are carrying their
freight.
8
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Labor
Disputes and
Job Cuts
Who can forget the month-long West
Coast dockworkers slowdown, which
brought shipping industry business to
a standstill in February 2015? Or, another incident in Dec 2015 when the
Maritime Union of Australia (MUA) held
the ship of global mining giant Alcoa,
hostage for two months, disrupting the
operations of the port of Portland?
Repeatedly, labor disputes and strikes
have disrupted the shipping industry
and created huge gaps in profitabili- ty
and product rollouts. The shipping
rates increase, and the supply chain
becomes more overloaded.

CHALLENGES FOR SHIPPERS
Finding the best
options

Preparation and
documentation

Cargo can be moved from point to
point in a number of different ways.
While it’s convenient to have options,
many shippers are overwhelmed or
simply unaware of the many different choices they have. Understanding the shipping landscape could
save time and money at the end of
the day.

Shippers sometime aren’t prepared
to take on the process. From filling
out the bill of lading to identifying
freight classes, one misstep can result in surcharges, delays, or customs
holds when shipping internationally.
Shippers must be sure to prepare
ahead of time with the necessary
knowledge to get the job done.

Shipping
demand exceeds
forecast

Finding the best
rates
Looking for the best freight shipping
rates can be time-consuming when
not equipped with the right tools or
processes. Most of the times, shippers have contracts in place (hindering flexibility) or have to make
multiple phone calls just to find the
best rate for one shipment. Having a
transportation management system
in place could provide a solution to
this problem.
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Exporters and Importers often find
themselves short on containers or
bulk shipping capacity when they
need them most. This leads to delays, additional costs, potential penalties and strained relations with
clients as well as partners. In addition, shippers of time-definite or
sequenced cargo flows risk delays,
performance penalties, and lost
business when they can’t deliver on
time, compelling some to resort to
air freight or other alternatives in order
to prevent penalties but the cost
often outweighs the penalties. In
general, finding the right balance
between annual service contracts
and the spot market is difficult and
comes with financial impacts.

INTRODUCING
BITNAUTIC
From the experience of our founders,
confirmed by surveys and reports,
we know the significant challenges
faced by the maritime industry.
BitNautic address those challenges with an open decentralized platform that will enable all stakeholders, such as importers, exporters,
shippers, ship owners, carriers and
agents to come on the same page
and negotiate their own terms,
therefore, avoiding the long chains
that arise due to multiple parties’
involvement. All of this will happen
with the security and the transparency of blockchain.

Global
Ship Owners, all over the world, can
list their Ships and update the positions. Cargo Owners, in a similar way,
can list their cargos, with detailed
requirements. All users are able to
follow the actual conditions of the
world freight market, with real-time
positions at any port of the world.

Reliable
Shippers and Carriers benefit from
a Reliable booking system based
on
effective digital contracts, backed by
the Blockchain. Users execute a
contract then, and there that locks in
space, equipment and rate up to 6
months in advance. Carriers’ offers
are all-in, and the rates are fixed.
Shippers never have any surprise accessorial and their rate never change.
Invoices always match the contracts
with 100% accuracy.

SHIPPING, THE
WAY IT SHOULD
BE

Secure
Contact information, ship name, and
private data about assets are only
available to the respective owners.
BitNautic users decides when and
with whom to share valuable information.
11

Easy to
Use

Shippers just enter cargo origin and
destination, ship dates and equipment type, then instantly receive
binding offers directly from carriers
along with service performance and
all the details they need to make
an informed decision. Ship Owners just enter the Ship location and
date, then instantly receive leads on
matching cargos.

Transparent
Public data representing the asset and contracts are stored in the
blockchain, accessible and auditable to all the parties, provided they
have the required privileges. History
of negotiations on each contract are
always available on the Blockchain
and easy exportable. This helps to
avoid mistakes and guarantees the
honesty between the parties.

Intelligent
To find best fit for cargo and ships
and to optimize the use of naval assets, BitNautic is developing an advanced AI engine designed for the
shipping industry. The AI optimization will help shippers and ship owners to do a better use of the shipping
resources, reducing the costs, by optimizing cargo pooling, and sharing
of shipping capacity.

Multi-Currency

Inexpensive
No markup from BitNautic. No middleman. Just a Transparent Platform
fee, paid by Ship Owners/Carriers, to
make the connection and manage
the contract execution.
11

To hold equipment and space on a
vessel, Shippers submit a nominal
deposit that gets credited toward their
balance which is due before cargo
is loaded. Any freight, charter- ing,
sale and other services can be paid
with cryptocurrency or BitNau- tic
Tokens (BTNT).

BITNAUTIC
SOLUTIONS
Shippers Challenges, Our Solutions

Your challenge

Our solution

I have an unexpected need of ocean shipping

You can view carrier availability and find offers. You can buy contracts from 2
weeks to 6 months out, and your vessel space and container availability
have the 100% reliability.

Finding offers from multiple providers is challenging and time-consuming

In 5 minutes you can compare offers and buy reliable and binding contract

I have to ship a small volume, and I can’t find an affordable shipping solution

Just list your cargo and our system will help you find a consolidation
opportunity

I don’t know how to prepare the bill of landing and other
shipping documents

No worry.
Agents registered on BitNautic are here to help, for a fixed and
affordable price.
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BITNAUTIC
SOLUTIONS
Carriers Challenges, Our Solutions

Your challenge

Our solution

My ship is having to many unproductive days, off hire

List your ship and update its location. BitNautic will find the optimal cargo for
you.

My vessels utilization is low, I have to improve it.

Add your free space and our system will find the cargo for consolidation you need.

I struggle finding new customers

You will be able to search through all the freight quotation requests from
shippers. You will have direct contact to negotiate your terms.

My profit trend is negative, I do business through Brokers, and they are
taking all my margin (>10%)

BitNautic will ask you a small subscription and a fix and low commission.
No markup. No middleman.
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BITNAUTIC
DECENTRALIZED
APPLICATION
BitNautic Decentralized Application will have the following features.

Cargo Booking System Ship Brokerage System Cargo Consolidation
BitNautic Cargo Booking System is
built to satisfy the needs of today’s
Importers and Exporter.
Shippers from any country, can see
the ships that are available to carry
their cargo, based on cargo location
and cross-matched with the destination. The best matched lowest prices
will be provided to the user, in clear
and binding offers with the option to
choose from multiple packages from
different service providers based on
specifications - weight, time frame,
destination address, source address.
Also appointing an agent for all shipping chores is possible with the BitNautic booking system.

BitNautic is a real-time ship brokerage system that allows carriers and
ship-owners to list ships, update the
location, and thus to get shipping
leads and find new customers. As
simple as it sounds, on BitNautic, the
ship owners receive the best matching shipping leads and are supported
in closing clear and reliable contracts
with Shippers.
The agents on the platform support
carriers and ship owners in getting
all the shipping documentations executed properly. No matter what
goods have to be shipped, the agents
on the BitNautic are there to help
step by step.
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Shippers and Ship Owners (Carriers)
will be able to list specific opportunities for shipping consolidation. They
will provide the place of loading, the
place of discharge, and the details of
the availability, in terms of contain- er
free space or ship hold free space
(for Bulk shipping).

Wholesale E-Commerce Tracking system
BitNautic offers to his users the possibility to advertise and trade wholesale goods.
Producers will have the opportunity
to list directly sell their products, in
association with their specific place
of loading. Thus, cutting out several
middlemen, increasing his revenues
and offering business opportunities
to international traders.
On the Wholesale E-Commerce platform, users come together and have
trade deals, negotiating their own
terms. The payment system is based
on cryptocurrencies, is fast, easy, and
secured by escrow service.

Escrow Services
BitNautic, offers a specific Escrow
service. When Buyer initializes an escrow transaction, his BTNT tokens
are locked in the smart contract.
Once Buyer confirms the Seller’s obligations are fulfilled, he can release
funds to Seller. BitNautic, acting as
Escrow Agent, oversees the transaction. If a dispute occurs, the Escrow
Agent can intervene and refund the
Buyer, or release funds to the Seller.

BitNautic will provide a state of the art
ship and cargo tracking system for
its customers. The main features
include:

Ship Tracking
This feature is specifically designed
for ship owners and customers for
booking cargo. A customer would be
able to see the status and position of
his ships in real time. Moreover, the
mobile application would allow ship
owners, specific details regarding the
status of the ships including a total number of containers and cargo
type. BitNautic would use the tracking system to transport goods quickly and efficiently by keeping track of
every ship.

Cargo Tracking
The same tracking functionality
would be extended to cargo owners
as well to see their cargo location in
real time. This feature can solve crucial issues of lost cargos, delays in
delivery and would increase customer ease and trust.
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BITNAUTIC BENEFITS COMPARISON TABLE
Traditional Shipping

BITNAUTIC

Benefits for

High Fees/Markup from
Brokers 5 % - 15%

Flat Fee: 2 %

Shippers & Carriers

Middlemen

Decentralized Direct Contact

Shippers & Carriers

Delayed payment

Instant payment

Carriers

Complex/Confusing Contracts

Transparent, Fixed and All-In contract

Shipper
s

Opaque
Fares

Online Offers, Direct
Terms Negotiation.

Shippers & Carriers

Complex Fragmented
Documentation

Independent Agents Support,
All documents and certificates
archived.

Shippers & Carriers
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BITNAUTIC
ARCHITECTURE
Blockchain is a decentralized, distributed and immutable database
with potential to revolutionize the
way various records are being
stored. Blockchain is a perfect solution for pet records storage, as the
key features would enable transparent, immutable and trusted real-time data source.
Functionality, features and huge
community of developers around
the
EVM based blockchains
suggests it as the most suitable
option for BitNautic. Pioneer EVM
based
blockchain
Ethereum
introduced new opportunities that
Bitcoin and
like Bitcoin protocol
blockchains do not have. Ethereum
enables code
execution in a
decentralized way. This means that
utilizing blockchain technology it is
possible to do more
than just
exchange or store value. It is also
possible to implement rules,

according to which that value can
be moved, and specific data modified.
Users do not need to trust any
central server and can simply trust
blockchain consensus
algorithm
and output of the system.
Smart Contract is a piece of code
which is stored on the blockchain
network (in each full node’s database on the network). It defines the
conditions on which all parties using
the contract agrees and certain actions described in the contract can
be executed if required conditions
met. As the smart contract is stored
on every computer in the network
they all must execute it and get to
the same result. This way users can
be sure that the outcome is correct.
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Central server and authority can be
removed or its impact (e.g. single
point of failure) minimized with the
help of smart contracts.
As for shipping industry, blockchain
holds the promise of transparency
and efficiency for global trade.
To transport a container by sea
from Mombasa, Kenya to the Port
of Rotterdam, Amsterdam, requires
around 200 different communications steps involving around thirty
different interested parties. These
crucial steps take time and moreover,such a system is prone to frauds
or accidental miscommunications.
Fraud protection arises since no single party has the ability to modify,
delete or append any record without the consent from others within
the network.

BITNAUTIC
LAYERS
BitNautic Platform is based on the following four layers:
1.

EVM based blockchain Layer (Ethereum and Binance Smart
Chain)

2.

BitNautic Business Logic Layer (Smart Contracts)

3.

BitNautic Services Layer (Applications)

4.

BitNautic Ecosystem Layer (Third Parties Applications)

5.

BitNautic DeFi Ecosystem – Staking, Yield Farming
EVM based Blockchains
BitNautic Protocol
BitNautic Services
BitNautic
Ecosystem
BitNautic DeFi Platforms
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BITNAUTIC
DEFI ECOSYSTEM
Being a blockchain based company BitNautic has its own DeFi ecosystem which allows community to
earn more APY on their BTNTs. BTNT tokens are bridged to Binance smart chain, LP staking platform and
direct staking platform is live so as to entice assets on the BitNautic protocol

Bridging to BSC
BTNT tokens are bridged to
Binance smart chain. It was listed
on Ethereum chain but as the gas
fees is skyrocketing it is the need
of an hour to shift to a chain where
there is less transaction fee. 50
million tokens are listed on
Binance Smart chain. This has
given community the leverage of
low transaction fee and the
security of the BSC. Tokens from
Ethereum chain can also be
bridged to Binance smart chain.

BTNT on Pancakeswap BTNT LP Staking
After bridging the BTNT to the
BSC, it is now also being listed on
decentralized
exchange
–
Pancakeswap. It is a BSC based
swapping platform. Users can
come here and provide liquidity to
BTNT by creating pairs of
BTNT/USDT or BTNT/BNB etc.
These liquidity providers will get
returns in the form of transaction
fees when the swap happens

https://reward.bitnautic.com/ is the
LP staking platform of the
BitNautic. LP which are received
form the pancake swap after
providing liquidity can be staked
here and users will get free BTNT
tokens in the form of rewards. This
step will increase the number of
holders of the coin as holders will
get good returns for their
investment
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BTNT Direct Staking
is
the direct BTNT staking platform.
Users can come here and stake
there BTNTs in one of the four
pools available. Pools are of
90Days, 180Days, 270Days and
360Days. Users can earn upto
21% of APR in the form of BTNT
tokens by staking hers. This will
shorten the supply of BTNTs in the
market and the price of the BTNT
will be maintained
https://direct-staking.bitnautic.com/

BITNAUTIC USERS
Shippers

Carriers

BitNautic Shippers are the users requiring shipping services.
They can be:

Carriers and Ship Owners can list
their ships with complete specifications and maintain the availability of
their ships. The platform offers a di•Exporters
rect communication of ship owners
•Importers
with agents and shippers. Thus, the
•Producers
ship owners can get direct orders
from importers, exporters, agents, and
BitNautic provides the shippers an produces. Other than just pro- viding
easy way to book ships and keep the shipping services, the ship
records of their imports or exports. owners can also find value added
With BitNautic, the shippers can services. Ship Owners benefit from
compare the best services according following services:
to their needs, book the best cargo
and get relaxed. BitNautic act as the •List ships on platform
best medium for all shipping servic-Containers
es and needs.
-Bulk or Break-Bulk ships (dry bulk)
On BitNautic platform they easily
-Tanker ships (liquids
track their cargo and will be able to
communicate directly with the ship •Chartering the Ship
owners.
•Receive Freight quotation requests
•Compare prices of various carriers
from shippers and agents

•Book cargo
• Track cargo
•Charter Ships.

Agents

Traders

Keeping in view the various stakeholders of the shipping industry BitNautic has refined the platform so
everyone from the shipping industry can benefit from it. On BitNautic
platform not only the Shippers and
Carriers can have benefit but also
Agents of the shipping industry can
use it to find new customers and
increase the services. With our platform, they can communicate with
ship owners, importers, exporters
and producers, and also, they can
list ships on platform and contact
with carriers.

BitNautic has launched its own DeFi
ecosystem having yield farming,
direct staking, blockchain bridge etc.
as explained earlier. This will invite
large user base of crypto community
to trade in BTNT token.

• Offer free space for cargo

consolidation
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BTNT
token
is
listed
on
Pancakeswap. BTNT LP tokens from
pancakeswap can be staked to
https://reward.bitnautic.com/
and
users will get free BTNT tokens.
BTNT tokens can be staked directly
in the pools of direct staking platform
https://direct-staking.bitnautic.com/ to
get BTNT tokens in return.

BITNAUTIC
BUSINESS
LOGIC

Importer/Exporter
Order
Details

Request
for order

Cargo Details

Shipment
Details

Book
a
Cargo

Order Details

SCHEMA

Platform
Cargo
Tracking

Offer accepted
Payment

Ship Details

Payment
Received

Request for
Ship
Linkage
Offer

QR
Code

Ship holder
Blockchain

Payment
Payment
Receive
d

Product
Details

Payment

Request
for listing

Seller

Reques
t to
buy
Buyer

Product
listed

EProduct Received
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Commerc
e Platform

BITNAUTIC
PROCESS FLOWS
HOW IT W O RKS
Booking a Cargo
The Shippers (producers, importers, exporters) will be able to enter in
the system their specific requests for
Booking a Cargo or for obtaining a
Freight Quotation.

LCL (Less container load): delivery
of collective cargoes from 1m3 to
15m3, transported in a common
container with other shippers in order not to overpay for delivery. It is
considered the most economical
The application will guide the ship- way to deliver small quantities of
pers step-by-step in the process of goods.
describing the specific deliver they •Place of loading
•Place of discharge
need.
The shippers will be asked to provide: •Date of shipping
•Cargo products category and deFCL. (Full container load): Delivery
scription
•Shipping mode (influenced and lim- of cargoes in sea containers
(FCL
ited by the cargo type)
-Full Container Load) at which the
whole container is intended for one
consignor
Bulk or Break-Bulk: Transportation
of bulk, break-bulk, project and heavy
cargo, military equipment and other
non-standard cargoes that are too
big or too heavy for a container (NCL
-Non-Container Load). Vessel chartering and forwarding ship cargo lots.
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The system will search for the best
deals for booking the cargo using the
Bulk Ships and Containers available
on the Platform.
In case there is no available option at
the time, the Freight Quotation Request will be registered on the platform and it will be available for Ship
Owners, Couriers and Agents.

Offer multiple options
based on
Speciﬁcations

Connect to the ship

Specifications
1_ Weight

Importer/Exporter

Ships/Platform

Agents/Broker
Insert cargo
details

Insert cargo details

2_ Time frame
3_ Destination address

Delegated
cargo handeling

Connect to the ship

4_ Source address

If no deal is available in the platform, the platform and the system
will integrate automatically to give
them the best deals available. Along
with other users, there will be agents
signed up on the platform that could
get hired on demand.

Insert cargo details
Courier
services provider

Use
r
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Listing a Ship
Search for
Ships
The Shippers will be able to browse Ship holders registered on BitNautic
and search all the Bulk and Break- application will be able to List their
Bulk ships listed in the platform, by ships on the BitNautic platform.
Based on the specifications of the
size, category, and specific features.
orders which the platform receives,
it will match the requirements of the
available listed ships and give an ofSearch for Shipping fer to the corresponding ship-owners. If the owner accepts the offer, the
Consolidation
order will be processed and ful- filled.
All the payments and transac- tions
between the two parties would be
deployed on the blockchain based
on the agreed T&Cs making the
process automated.
The Shippers will be able to browse
and search all the available consolidation opportunities entered in the
BitNautic Platform by Carriers or
created by the Platform to Consolidate Shipping.
Shippers will be able to contact the
Carrier and consolidate their cargo
with the existing shipping. Consolidation service will be available for
both container with free cubic meters and Bulk ship with free space in
the hold.

Request for
Ship Linkage

Opportunities

Platform

Ship Details

Offer

Request for
order
Ship Holder

Offer accepted
Payment Received

Order Details

Payment

Blockchain
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Importer/Exporter

List Containers
Carriers can list their container capacity in the platform, with specific
reference of the lines served.

List a Shipping
Consolidation
Opportunities

Browse Freight
Quotation
Requests

Hire an Agent

An excellent option provided to
Shippers is to hire an Agent to do all
their Shipping related activities for
them. These agents can be signed
Carriers can list specific opportuni- Carriers can search and browse all
up already on the platform and the
ties for shipping consolidation. They the freight quotation requests availplatform select the best one from
are asked to provide the place of able in the platform and to contact
multiple profiles.
loading, the place of discharge, and the shipper to negotiate a specific
the details of the availability (con- agreement and shipping details.
tainer free space, ship hold free
space).

Reques
t

Register

Agent/Broker
Ship Owner/
Importer/Exporter

Platform
check
viability
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Listing Products
on Wholesale
E-Commerce

A seller can visit the company website or mobile application to list their
products on the platform. Once all the details and prices are added, the
platform would check the authenticity of the seller and the product for
protecting the interest of the buyer. Once all the details are verified, the
product would be listed on the platform.

Payment Recieved
Seller

Bockchain

Product Details

Payment
Request for
listing

Request to
buy

Product
Listed

Decentralized Shipping & Cargo Marketplace
(DSCM)
Product Recieved
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Buyer

BITNAUTIC TOKEN (BTNT)
Utility of Token
BTNT is designed to facilitate efficient transactions of a wide range
Using dedicated token (BTNT) to fa- of services on BitNautic platform,
The BTNT Token, an ERC20 token cilitate transactions in the BitNautic whilst also operating as a medium
and BEP20, will be issued to create (BTNT) Ecosystem provides many of exchange and a store of value
that could become more valuable in
a decentralized shipping and cargo advantages, including:
platform
and
wholesale
e- • it can be used across any number line with the growth of users and incommerce platform built on top of
of jurisdictions, retaining a single creasing use of the platform.
Ethereum blockchain and Binance
uniform method of settlement;
Smart Chain
According to the BitNautic project
• using a blockchain based token purposes, BTNT Tokens will be
makes it possible to perform set- used for:
The ERC20 and BEP20 protocol is
tlements automatically and irrefubased on Ethereum and BSC, a
4. Subscription to Tracking System
tably within smart contracts;
1.Subscription for professional
technical and market
standard,
a. Price – per user, per year
which defines an interface for smart • it makes it possible to manage in- use of the BitNautic Platform.
contracts that need to execute token
centives in a way that drives Eco- a. Price - Per user, per Year
5. Fees for Escrow Service
emission.
system effects for the benefit of all
a. Commission 1% Paid by Buyer
participants in the BitNautic (BTNT) 2.Fees for Cargo Booking.
or Seller on total transaction value
Ecosystem.
a.Com m is sion 2% Paid by Carrier
6. Fees for Wholesale
on total price paid by Shipper
a Commerce platform.
b. Commission 2 % Paid by Seller
3. Fees for Ship Brokerage
on total price paid by Buyer
System.
7. DeFi
a.Com
m is sion 1%Paid by S hip
BTNT is a hybrid token, having the in the BitNautic ecosystem (Cargo
a. Trading
Own- er on total price paid by
nature of utility, as well as the na- Booking, Brokerage System, Trackb. Yield Farming
Shipper
ture of payment token. BTNT is the ing
System,
Wholesale
Efinal token that will be used withcommerce platform).

Technology

Token Type
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Token Economics
The BitNautic Token i s ERC20 and
BEP20 token, designated as BTNT.

It is developed on Ethereum chain
and Binance smart chain.
BTNT tokens are designed to be
used within the BitNautic Platform
(Cargo Booking - Brokerage System
Tracking
System
–
Wholesale
E-commerce), DeFi
trading and yield farming
BitNautic BTNT tokens can be traded, exchanged, bought and sold between users but BitNautic has no
obligation to redeem them.
100,000,000 is the total supply of
BTNT. 50,000,000 each is minted on
Ethereum chain and Binance Smart
Chain.
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ROAD MAP
A project, as huge as BitNautic,
would not succeed without a thorough strategic planning and expansive vision.
Therefore, we put so much emphasis on writing every milestone down,
and having reached it, proceed to
the next one already pre-planned.
Having a roadmap is very important
for BitNautic, as it keeps us focused
on the present moment, and allows
us to zoom into the future, once the
targeted milestones are reached.

Q1-2021
BitNautic platform Available for public testing.
Public MVP Platform (public beta)
Establishment of partnerships with selected Carriers
BTNT Tokens listed on the exchange.

Q3 2021
Shipping platform integrated
with blockchain. Admin Panel, User Panel
and Merchant Panel.

Q2 2021
BitNautic Platform
official release.

Q4 2021
BitNautic DeFi Platforms release –
Staking and Yield Farming.
Bridging of token to Binance Smart
Chain. Bill of Lading platform.

Q1-2022
Direct Staking Platform. NFT cargo ownership
Platform. Cross-chain Platform Support with
Ethereum, BSC, Polygon Network etc.
Strategic partnership with steamchain

Q2 2022
Governance DAO system.
Shipping payment service.
Q3 2022
Decentralized ship tracking.
Partnership with Logistic
Companies.

Q4 2022
Enterprise based logistic
Application.
Smart Bill Of Lading.
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Q1 2023
NFT Ship Gaming.
Shipping industry related NFT
marketplace on metaverse
Q2 2023 onwards
Shipping revolution continues.

Thank you!
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